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TECHNICAL ITEMS
PRECISION EXPANDING CHUCK

A new tool considerably simplifying
the machining of inside bores has been
developed by a Geneva engineer. It is
called an RCD Expanding Centering Jaw,
and is an expanding chuck for machining
hollow parts between lathe centres. This
tool replaces the use of jaws, or centre
pieces of grade tolerances usually re-
quired for the concentric machining of
inside bores.

AUTOMATIC DEVICE FOR DRILLING
JEWELS

A new automatic appliance for
drilling ultra-hard materials (watch jewels,
industrial bearings) has won an award at
the last Exhibition of Inventions and
New Processes in Geneva. This automatic
machines makes simple work of an
operation that was previously extremely
difficult. With this instrument, drilling is

fully automatic, the manual part of the
process is reduced to filling a magazine
holding about 5,000 jewels ready for
drilling which can be carried out by an
unskilled worker. An electronic signal
announces the end of the drilling and the
next jewel is fed in automatically: the
drilled jewel drops into a receptacle while
an undrilled jewel is automatically fitted
into the clamp from the magazine. At
this point, a drop of liquid specially
designed for drilling (mixed with abrasive
diam ond dust) is deposited on the jewel.

As soon as this operation is completed,
the broach advances. The comparatively
fine bit (drilling wire) necessarily under-
goes a certain wear, which is checked and
measured electronically. As soon as the
drilling wire is worn down to a certain
length, the broach is automatically opened
and the drilling wire pulled out or re-
placed by another from tire magazine.
The broach being fitted with a very high
precision clamp, the bit is always
accurately centered in the axis of
rotation. The amount of drilling wire
contained in the broach is sufficient for
drilling about 200 holes. When the bit
becomes worn, the drilling wire can be
advanced the required amount. The
advance of the drilling wire and the fitting
of a new bit are carried out by means of
a special device which makes it possible
at the same time to keep a constant check
on its quality. An extremely modern
electronic system has been designed for
the automatic control and checking
operations. The advantages of the
Chzsta/perce (as the machine is called) over
other drilling systems such as compressed
air and laser beams are many. The per-
centage of waste is considerably reduced
and the appliance is designed for drilling
holes of small, medium and large
diameters without preliminary adjust-
ments. The new machine being almost
fully automatic, it also makes for a con-
siderable saving in labour. One or two
unskilled workers are sufficient for
manning 100 of these automatic
machines.

FIRST SALES MINI-COMPUTER

While big companies and offices
have now been using computers for
twenty years, small and medium-size con-
cerns are still comparatively unfamiliar
with electronic data processing. Data
processing equipment is very expensive
and often wasted for want of rational use.
Aware of the gap existing on the com-
puter market, a Swiss firm has produced
a mini-computer, the //emzes Data System
270, a sort of compromise between a big
computer and the classical calculating
machine. What makes it different from the
ordinary office machines is its internal
memory for storing data as well as its
ability to take logical decisions based on
this data. This new computer works on
the same principle as the big models, but
its capacity is particularly suited to the
needs of small firms. Consequently, large
groups wishing to have efficient decen-
tralized set-ups are interested in it too: a

big Swiss chemical works for example,
which already possesses several large
electronic computers, has purchased
about twenty of these small computers,
whose field of application is very wide,
ranging from book-keeping to invoicing,
and administrative, technical and seien-
tific calculations.
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57th Swiss
Industries Fair
April 7-17,1973
Basle

TRAVEL TWICE MONTHLY TO AND
FROM SWITZERLAND AND ENCLAND

Providing DOOR TO DOOR SERVICES
with vans specially equipped to carry

— Household Removals. — Exhibition Goods..

— Works of Art. — Machinery.

For full information contact

In Switzerland
Kehrli + Oeler Ltd.,
3001 Berne,
Bubenbergplatz 9.

Tel. 031 22 00 22.
Telex. 32414 Kerolch

In England
Lep Packing Ltd.,
Corney Road,
Chiswick,
London, W.4.
Tel: 01-995 1300

The Spring Fair of Switzerland
as a clearly arranged fair with a completely
new structure

• The first European Watch, Clock and Jewellery
Fair with more than 680 exhibitors from nine
European countries on a hall area of 44,000 m*

• Swiss Furniture Centre at a new location with
attractive atmosphere• Construction Fair with foreign offers

• Fascinating textile displays• Numerous special displays, service organizations,
etc.

All in all, a range of exhibits from the consumer
goods, constructional and technical industries from
2,500 companies on an exhibition area of 170,000 m*

New hours of opening:
from 9 am to 6 pm. Tickets on sale from 8.30 am.
Reduced price of admission for foreign visitors
on all days Sfr. 4.-.
Information, prospectuses, Fair passes, catalogue
available from:

Swiss Embassy, 16-18 Montagu Place,
London W1 H 2BQ,
Phone:01-723 0701.
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